An Exclusive, Limited Edition Set.
Only available from the London Mint Office

Standing on the Edge of History
The Original Currency of Conquest
Reborn after 150 years

A WORLD EXCLUSIVE
EXCLUSIVE LIMITED
ISSUE

PURE 24 CARAT GOLD

“Get gold, humanely if you can, but at all costs, get gold”

AN EXCLUSIVE OFFER ONLY FOR SELECTED
CUSTOMERS OF THE LONDON MINT OFFICE

King Ferdinand of Spain to his New World explorers in 1511

- Be one of the first to own this historic first issue
- Struck to the highest quality Proof finish
- Strictly limited availability

Call today for more information on:

0808 164 4105

The Gold that changed the World.
Issued for the first time in 150 years

Nearly Half a Millennia of History in Your Hands
A Rare Document to History
The Royal Mint of Spain has recreated four iconic heraldic designs that once
appeared on original Escudos.

“Few, if any, artifacts follow the history of mankind more closely than the
coins that for 2,500 years have been used for trade and commerce,
propoganda and art, by kingdoms, states and ecclesiastical magnates.”
Professor Svein H. Gullbekk

PURE 24 CARAT GOLD

ONE ESCUDO

19mm
3.37g
Mintage: 2.500

TWO ESCUDO
23mm
6.75g
Mintage: 2,000

FOUR ESCUDO
30mm
13.5g
Mintage 1,500

EIGHT ESCUDO
38mm
27g
Mintage: 1,000

Based on a design struck in Colombia
in 1759, the coin pays tribute to the
abundance of gold that came out of
the New World and transformed
international trade forever.
The Spanish Doubloon was a favourite
treasure of the pirate ships that
attacked the Spanish galleons
transporting the coins through the
Caribbean and across the ocean.
The design commemorates Philip II,
the Spanish King who briefly ruled
England for four years and later sent
an Armada to take back control, only
to be defeated at sea by the English
fleet.
The largest gold coin of the New
World, the Coat of Arms of Spain’s
longest reigning monarch Philip V
depicts the Golden Fleece, the
mythical treasure that Jason and the
Argonauts searched distant lands to
find in Greek mythology.

1536
The first mint in the New World
is opened in Mexico City.
1537
1586
New coining machines installed
at Segovia in Spain to process
gold received from the New
World.
1732
The first milled gold coins in the
New World are struck in Mexico.
1799
During the 17th and 18th
Centuries, 70 million gold coins
are struck by Spanish mints in
the New World.
1857
The Escudo ceases to be legal
tender in the United States of
America.

1868
The Escudo is replaced by the
Pesata when Spain joins the
Latin Monetary Union.

The gold Escudo is struck
for the first time.

• A rare opportunity to
own the first year re-issue
of the gold coin that
changed international trade
forever.

1610
The largest gold coin of the
New World, the Eight Escudo
is launched.
1749
The last rough ‘cob’ coins
are produced in the New
World.

1833
Production of the gold
Escudos ceases.

1864
Spain relaunches the
Escudo in silver as the
official currency of Spain.

• The first official Escudos
to be issued by The Royal
Mint of Spain in 150 years.
• Featuring original Escudo
designs recreated for 2018.
• Beautifully displayed in a
deluxe presentation case
with certificates of
authenticity to guarantee
their provenance.

2018
The Royal Mint of Spain
issues the world’s first
commemorative gold
Escudo.
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